Markov Fluid Queues (MFQs) are the continuous counterparts of quasi birth-death processes, where infinitesimally small jobs (fluid drops) are arriving and are being served according to rates modulated by a continuous time Markov chain. The fluid drops are served according to the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) discipline. The queue length process of MFQs can be analyzed by efficient numerical methods developed for Markovian fluid models. In this paper, however, we are focusing on the sojourn time distribution of the fluid drops.
Introduction
Two different types of queueing systems can be distinguished based on the nature of the jobs the queue is operating on. There are discrete queues where jobs have a finite size (and queue length is measured in number of jobs), and continuous queues where the size of the jobs is infinitesimally small (and queue length is measured in amount of jobs) 1 . The research on discrete queues [1] have commonly preceded the one on their continuous counterparts [2] .
A class of queues which turned out to be particularly useful in the modeling practice are queues where the arrivals and services are modulated by a background Markov chain. A lot of results are available for such systems in case of discrete jobs: elegant and numerically efficient procedures to obtain the matric-geometric distribution of the queue length [3] and the matrix-exponential distribution of the sojourn time [4] . The introduction of the age process based analysis of discrete queues [5, 6, 7] made it possible to obtain a lower order matrix-exponential representation of the sojourn time distribution if the arrival and service processes are independent.
The matrix-analytic approach to solve the discrete queues has been ported to continuous queues several decades later [8] . However, the efficient representation of the sojourn time distribution of continuous queues are not known yet. This paper focuses on the solution of this problem and is organized as follows. We introduce Markov fluid queues in Section 2 and discuss their sojourn time analysis with dependent input and output processes in Section 3. This general result is specified for the case of independent input and output processes in Section 4, which allows a much smaller phase type representation of the sojourn time distribution.
Markov Fluid Queues
Markov fluid queues (MFQs) are characterized by a two-dimensional Markov process {X (t), Z(t), t > 0}, where X (t) represents the fluid level and Z(t) is the underlying continuous time Markov chain with state space S of size |S| = N and generator matrix Q that modulates the rate at which fluid enters and leaves the queue.
The rate of the fluid entering the queue in state i of the background process is denoted by r (in) i
. The diagonal matrix R in is composed by fluid rates r , with the corresponding diagonal matrix denoted by R out . The overall fluid rate determining the rate at which the level of the queue changes is the difference between the input and the output rates, R = R in − R out . This system is the continuous equivalent of the quasi birth death (QBD) queue. In a QBD queue there is a background process where marked transitions generate an arrival or a service of a discrete job. Due to the common background process the arrivals and services are dependent. In case of the MFQs the jobs (fluid drops) are infinitesimally small, but their input and output rates are also dependent due to the common background process Z(t).
Formally, the behavior of the fluid buffer is as follows, 
Let us denote the row vector of the transient state probabilities of the underlying CTMC for t > 0 by ξ(t) = {ξ i (t), i ∈ S} with ξ i (t) = P (Z(t) = i), its stationary limit by ξ, the row vector of the stationary distribution of the fluid levels for x > 0 by π(x) = {π i (x), i ∈ S} with π i (x) = lim t→∞ lim ∆→0 (1/∆)P (X (t) ∈ (x, x + ∆), Z(t) = i), and the row vector of the stationary probabilities of empty buffer by p = {p i , i ∈ S} with p i = lim t→∞ P (Z(t) = i, X (t) = 0).
π(x) and p are the solutions of the matrix differential equation [9] d dx π(x)R = π(x)Q,
with boundary conditions
and normalizing condition
where 1 is the column vector of ones with proper dimension defined by the context. In (3) we have considered the case when the generator of the background process when the buffer is empty (denoted by Q (0) ) can be different from the one when the buffer is non-empty (denoted by Q). The cases when Q (0) = Q and Q (0) = Q will be referred to as "regular" and "irregular" boundary, respectively, in the sequel. In the recent decades efficient numerical techniques were developed for the stationary queue length analysis of MFQs. E.g., it has been recognized that the matrix-analytic approach basing the efficient analysis of quasi birth-death processes (QBDs) can be applied to fluid models as well, making it possible to solve fluid models with a large number of states (up to several thousand) in a numerically stable way (see [8] , [10] ). Here we summarize the main steps of this approach. The matrix-analytic solution starts with partitioning the state space according to the associated rates to three sets S + = {i ∈ S, r i > 0}, S − = {i ∈ S, r i < 0} and S 0 = {i ∈ S, r i = 0} (N + = |S + |, N − = |S − |, N 0 = |S 0 |). Technically, the state partitioning can be achieved by a transformation with an appropriate permutation matrix P such that
where the entries of R + are all positive and the ones of R − are all negative. The analysis is based on two important matrices, matrix Ψ and K. Matrix Ψ has an simple probabilistic interpretation, entry (Ψ) i,j , i ∈ S + , j ∈ S − is the probability that the background process is in state j when the fluid level returns to 0 given that it was in state i when the busy period (a non-empty period of the fluid queue) was initiated. Matrix Ψ is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation
where matrix Q • is the generator of the Markov chain from which the states with zero rates are censored out, thus
If the drift is negative, i.e. ξR in 1 < ξR out 1, all eigenvalues of matrix K have negative real parts (consequently has full rank and invertible) and can be expressed from Ψ as
Furthermore, we introduce matrix B as
Based on these matrices the stationary fluid density vector and the stationary probability vector of the idle buffer can be computed by the following theorem. Theorem 1. If the drift of the queue is negative, vector π(x) is given by
and the probability mass vector p equals to
where β, p − and p 0 are the solutions to the set of linear equations
Proof. Eq. (11) comes from [10] , while (13) is obtained by substituting (11) into (3) and (4). Eq. (14) follows from (5).
An other useful relation which is used later in this paper is obtained when we substitute the solution (11) back to the differential equation (2) , yielding βe Kx KBR = βe Kx BQ for ∀x ≥ 0, from which we have
since β = 0 and K has full rank. Finally, by substituting the solution (11) back to the boundary equation (3) gives
which will be frequently used below.
Sojourn Time Distribution With Dependent Input and Output
The sojourn time of a fluid drop in this system assuming FCFS principle is the time measured from the arrival of the fluid drop to its departure from the buffer. The sojourn time distribution of QBD queues is known to be matrix-exponential of order N 2 [4] . In [4] it is also proven that the sojourn time distribution has a phase-type representation if some conditions hold. In this section we perform similar analysis steps as in [4] for continuous queues in order to derive similar results for the sojourn time distribution of MFQs.
The Matrix-Exponentially Distributed Sojourn Time
To derive the sojourn time distribution we have to calculate how long it takes to serve the amount of fluid an arriving fluid drop finds in the queue.
The stationary density of the fluid level at fluid drop arrival instantsπ(x) can be derived from π(x) aŝ
where λ is the normalizing constant given by
which is in fact the mean arrival rate, and can alternatively be obtained by λ = ξR in 1. Next, we have to calculate how long it takes to serve a given amount of fluid from the buffer starting from an initial state. The service process of the queue {Y(t), t ≥ 0} is the amount of fluid that can leave the queue up to time t given that there is always enough fluid in the queue. The service process is characterized by (Q, R out ). Let us introduce the following probability:
and the corresponding matrix N(x, t) = {N i,j (x, t), i, j ∈ S}.
Observe that matrix R out has only non-negative entries, thus (Q, R out ) defines a Markov reward model. Using the terminology of the Markov reward models N i,j (x, t) is the distribution of the accumulated reward, that is known to satisfy the following system of differential equations [11] :
The next theorem provides the distribution of the sojourn time.
Theorem 2. The distribution of the sojourn time of a fluid drop is given by
where vec is the column stacking operator.
Proof. The sojourn time of a fluid drop is less than or equal to t if the service process is able to serve at least as much fluid as the arrival fluid drop found in the queue in time t. Thus, by conditioning on the fluid level at fluid drop arrivals the distribution of the waiting time is given by
Substituting (17) into (22) yields
where
Multiplying (20) by e KxB from the left and taking the integral from x = 0 to ∞ leads to a system of differential equations for W(t)
that is
The second term at the left hand side of (25) has been integrated by parts, exploiting that e KxB N(x, t)
Making use of the properties of the vec operator [12] leads to a closed-form solution for (26)
from which vec W(t) is
Since W(0) = ∞ 0 e KxB dx = (−K) −1B and since (23) can be expressed by the vec operator as
Finally, applying vec (−K) −1B = (I ⊗ (−K) −1 )vec B and recognizing that I ⊗ (−K) −1 and the exponential term commute we can establish (21).
Note that
which means that having an exactly 0 sojourn time has a positive probability (which equals to the probability of empty buffer at arrival instance).
Phase-Type Representation
The sojourn time distribution given by (21) has a phase-type (PH) representation.
Theorem 3. The sojourn time of a fluid drop is phase-type distributed with
and
Proof. Transposing the second term of (21) results the following expression after some algebraic manipulation.
z is a proper initial probability vector for the PH distribution because the entries ofB and ∆ are nonnegative, z is non-negative as well. Furthermore, using the identities of the vec operator gives
It remains to show that matrix Z is a valid sub-generator of a continuous time Markov chain. Since the off diagonal entries of Q and K are non-negative (see (9) ), so are the off diagonal entries of Z. For the row-sums of Z we have
since Q1 = 0, meaning that Z1 ≤ 0 holds if and only if
which is non-positive sinceβ and (−K) −1 are non-negative.
The conclusion of this section is that the sojourn time of an MFQ is PH distributed and it has a size N · N + representation.
MFQs with Independent Arrival and Service Processes
In this section we consider the case when the input and the output processes are controlled by two independent irreducible CTMCs,
with the corresponding generators denoted by Q (in) and Q (out) , respectively. The input and output fluid rates associated with the states of the background processes are held by diagonal matrices
Consequently, in case of independent fluid input and output processes
The mean input and output fluid rates are obtained by
λ < µ is assumed throughout the paper. We consider two different output process behaviors if the buffer is idle (i.e., there is no fluid in the buffer and the input process generates less fluid than the output process can serve).
• Boundary-continuous case. In this case the evolution of the background CTMC of the output process is independent of the fluid level and it always follows the differential equation
where ξ
In this case the MFQ representing the fluid buffer is characterized by
and the output process can be considered as a random environment modulating the (possibly unutilized) output capabilities of the buffer.
• Boundary-proportional case. In this case the background CTMC of the output process depends on the amount of fluid actually served from the buffer. If the amount of available fluid is less than the amount the output process is able to serve (that is X (t) = 0 and r
), then the background process proportionally slows down, otherwise it follows eq. (40). That is for ∀i ∈ S
In this case the MFQ corresponding to the buffer is characterized by
where the generator matrix is irregular at the boundary. Note that this is not an artificial system: it is the continuous counterpart of the MAP/MAP/1 queue, where the MAP controlling the service process freezes when the queue becomes idle.
It is important to note that according to (7)- (10) matrices R and Q completely determine matrices Ψ, K, B and only vectors p and β depend on Q (0) via (13) . While the sojourn time distribution can be obtained by applying the results of Section 3 under both boundary behaviors, in the following subsections we are going to show that the independence of the input and output processes can be exploited to arrive to a much smaller representation for the sojourn time distribution.
A Fluid Model with Fundamental Role in Sojourn Time Analysis
In this section we define and investigate a special Markov fluid model. The significance of this fluid model is that its stationary fluid level distribution is closely related with the sojourn time distributions of MFQs with independent input and output arrival processes. This special fluid model is defined by generator matrix 4Q and fluid rate matrixR
Note thatR = R, thus we can use a single fluid rate matrix R in the sequel. To relate the stationary fluid level distribution of the fluid model defined by (R, Q) and the one of the special fluid model defined by (R,Q) we need the relations of matrices Ψ, K, B and matricesΨ,K,B, which are computed fromQ, R via (7)- (10) .
The next theorem presents surprising results which turn out to be fundamental in the rest of the paper.
Theorem 4. The following relations hold among matrices Ψ, K, B and matricesΨ,K,B
The proof of the theorem is provided in Appendix Appendix A.
Sojourn time distribution with Boundary-proportional output process
In case of queues with discrete jobs an elegant and efficient technique to evaluate the sojourn time distribution is based on the age process [5] . The age process {A(t), t > 0} represents the age of the job under service, which, at job departure instant equals to the time the job spent in the system. We follow the same approach for fluid queues in this section, however, the jobs are infinitesimally small fluid drops in our case. Masuyama and Takine call the same process as "attained waiting time" in [13] , however the analysis applied there requires a constant (state independent) output fluid rate. We solve the general case in this paper, and show that the age process is related to the fluid level process of the special fluid model characterized by matrices R andQ.
The next theorem provides the probability density function of the fluid drop sojourn time in the buffer
based on the stationary fluid density vector of the fluid model characterized by (R,Q,Q (0) =Q), which has the form ofπ
according to (11) , whereβ,K andB are computed from (R,Q,Q (0) =Q) by (7)- (13) . In (51),Ψ = Ψ and B = B due to Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. The stationary probability density of the sojourn time in the fluid queue with independent input and output processes and boundary-proportional output policy (defined by (R, Q, Q
whereπ(x) is the stationary fluid density vector of the fluid model defined by the fluid model (R,Q,
The proof is provided in Appendix Appendix B. The sojourn time distribution has a phase-type representation also in this case.
Theorem 6. The sojourn time of a fluid drop is phase-type distributed with representation
Proof. We start by transposing the complementary cdf of the sojourn time distribution based on (52)
Vector z prop is non-negative, since all matrices in its definition are non-negative. To show that it is a valid initial probability vector we have to prove that z prop 1 ≤ 1. Transposing z prop 1 gives
Next we show that matrix Z prop is a valid sub-generator of a continuous time Markov chain. Since the off diagonal entries ofK are non-negative and ∆ is a non-negative diagonal matrix, the off-diagonal entries of Z prop are non-negative as well. The row-sums of Z prop are
which is non-positive sinceβ and ∆ −1 are non-negative.
As mentioned earlier, the sojourn time distribution can be computed by the results of Section 3 as well, however it gives a size N · N + PH representation. In case of independent input and output process Theorem 6 provides a size N + PH representation, which is a significant size reduction.
Sojourn time distribution with Boundary-continuous output process
In the boundary-continuous case the background CTMC of the output process does not slow down when the buffer is empty, but evolves according to the same generator matrix. We define the density function of the sojourn time in the boundary-continuous case as
For the analysis of this case, similar to Section 4.2, we introduce a special fluid model, whose fluid density vector is closely related with the sojourn time distribution in the boundary-continuous queue. In contrast with Section 4.2, where the original model had an irregular behavior at zero and the special model had a regular one, in the boundary-continuous case the original model is regular and the special model is irregular at level zero. The special fluid model is defined by (R,Q,Q (0) ir ) wherẽ
The stationary fluid density vector of this special fluid model is
whereβ ir ,K andB and the corresponding probability mass vector at zero,p ir , are computed from (R,Q,Q
ir ) by (7)-(13) andΨ = Ψ andB = B due to Theorem 4. Note that the only difference compared to (51) is the initial vector since all other components of the solution are boundary behavior independent.
Theorem 7. The stationary probability density function of the sojourn time of a fluid queue with independent input and output processes and boundary-continuous output policy is given by
whereπ ir (x) is the stationary density of the fluid level of the fluid model defined by R,Q andQ
ir , and c ir denotes the normalizing constant
The proof is provided in Appendix Appendix C. At this point, by using the results of Theorem 7, we can express the density of the sojourn time distribution by solving a fluid model with irregular boundary R,Q,Q
ir . In the rest of the section we show that the sojourn time distribution can also be obtained from the solution of the fluid model defined by (R,Q,Q (0) =Q).
Theorem 8. The stationary probability density function of the sojourn time of a fluid queue with independent input and output processes and boundary-continuous output policy is given by
whereπ(x),β,K andB are the parameters of the solution to the fluid model defined by (R,Q,Q (0) =Q) in (51).
Before proving the theorem three lemmas are introduced. The first lemma is a rather technical one. Lemma 1. The following equality holds:
Proof. We provide the proof only for S 0 = ∅ for simplicity (however, it is valid for the general case as well, but the cumbersome general proof is neglected here). Starting with (15) and expressingQ as
which, making use of BQ = KBR (based on (15) again) further transforms tõ
Since S 0 = ∅ is assumed, R cancels at both sides. Finally, post-multiplying the equation by (R (in) ⊗ I) we getK
that, recognizing (R (in) ⊗ Q (out) )1 = 0 provides (65).
In the next two lemmas we derive relations for the initial vector and the probability mass vector at 0 belonging to the following three fluid models
• for the queue length process (Q, R, Q (0) = Q), denoted by β cont and p cont ;
• for the special fluid model with irregular zero level given by (R,Q,Q
ir ), denoted byβ ir andp ir ;
• for the special fluid model with regular zero level given by (R,Q,Q (0) =Q), denoted byβ andp.
We need these relations to translate the results of Theorem 7, which relies onβ ir andp ir to a form that relies onβ andp instead, since several fluid model solver implementations support only the regular boundary and it also allows the direct comparison of the boundary-proportional and the boundary-continuous cases. The next lemma relates β cont , p cont andβ,p.
Lemma 2. The relations between vectors β cont , p cont andβ,p are
Proof. The boundary equations belonging to the queue length process are (see (16))
We are going to show that α ·β(−K) −1 (−K) and α ·p satisfy this equation. Substituting them into (71) gives
which, exploiting that KBR = BQ based on (15) and writing (−K) −1 as an integral transforms to
Observe that the term in the big parenthesis isξ, the stationary probability vector ofQ. However, looking at the definition ofQ it can be easily checked thatξ = ξ (in) ⊗ ξ (out) = ξ, thus (73) holds. It remains to determine the normalization constant α.
which proves the lemma.
The last lemma needed to prove Theorem 8 relates β cont , p cont andβ ir ,p ir .
Lemma 3.
The relations between vectors β cont , p cont andβ ir ,p ir are
Proof. Let us write the boundary equations corresponding to the queue length process again as (see (16))
Now we show that α ·β ir and α ·p ir (I ⊗ R (out) ) satisfy this equation. Substituting them into (77) gives
which holds since (I ⊗ R (out) )Q =Q
ir is the boundary equation belonging to the special fluid model with irregular level zero behavior, characterized by (R,Q,Q (0) ir ). The normalization constant α has to be set to ensure that
holds. Let us now go back to (63) and transform it as
where we applied Lemma 1. Observe that the large parenthesis equals to p cont /α + ∞ 0
we have that c ir = λ/α, from which α = λ/c ir follows.
Finally, we can now prove Theorem 8.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 8). From Lemma 2 and 3 we have that
Utilizing the commuting property of matrices K andK (48) and the relations between vectorsβ andβ ir given by (80) and the result of Lemma 1 yields
We end this section by recognizing that the sojourn time has a phase-type representation in the boundarycontinuous case as well.
Theorem 9.
The sojourn time of a fluid drop is phase-type distributed with
Proof. The proof follows the same steps as the proof of Theorem 6.
Notice that Z cont = Z prop , thus the phase-type representation of the sojourn times for the two boundary behaviors considered differ only in the initial vector.
Summary
We have derived the sojourn time distribution of fluid queues with both dependent and independent input and output processes.
The derivations in the dependent case are similar to the ones provided by Ozawa in [4] for the discrete queues, resulting in an order N · N + phase-type distribution for the sojourn time.
The main contribution of the paper is, however, the case when the input and output processes are independent. We proved that the sojourn time distribution is related to the stationary distributionπ(x) of the fluid model (with regular boundary) defined by
which can be solved in a numerically efficient way e.g., by matrix-analytic methods [10] . Fromπ(x), the stationary density of the sojourn time is obtained as
in the boundary-proportional case, and it is
Fluid input process
Fluid output process Finally, the introduction of the age process approach for discrete queues turned out to be useful not only in the sojourn time analysis, but also in the efficient solution of multi-type queues and queues with impatient customers. We believe that the age process for continuous queues, that we defined and analyzed as a technical aid for the sojourn time analysis, will be a useful tool for obtaining similar results for continuous queues in the future.
Numerical Example
We have implemented the presented procedures in MATLAB environment 5 and prepared a numerical example. In this example both the input and the output process are defined by matrices
where K determines the size of the model. The parameters of the matrices corresponding to the input-and output processes are given by Table 1 . The distribution of the sojourn time is depicted in Figure 1 with model sizes K (in) = 20 and K (out) = 10. Both the boundary-continuous and the boundary-proportional policies are considered.
We investigated the numerical behavior of the presented procedures as well. The computational bottleneck is the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation providing matrices Ψ andΨ, for which we use the ADDA algorithm [14] . We did not encounter any numerical problems when obtaining the solutions according to (21), (86) and (87). However, transforming the solutions to PH representations can be challenging when some entries of the transformation matrix ∆ are close to zero, in this case the ME representation can be used (we have such an option in our implementation as well).
To obtain the plots in Figure 1 on an average PC with an Intel Core i7-2700 CPU took less than 0.1 seconds. The benefit of exploiting the independence of the input and output processes becomes obvious when large models are solved. By exploiting the independence (with the procedures of Section 4), we were able to solve models as large as K (in) = 100 and K (out) = 50 in 11 minutes, due to the relatively moderate size of the matrices involved in the computation (the size of the resulting matrix-exponential distribution is N + = 2980). By ignoring the independence (the procedure of Section 3) the size of the resulting matrixexponential distribution of the same model would be N · N + = 14.9 · 10 6 , which is too much to be feasible.
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 4
Proof.
•Ψ = Ψ We prove this equality by probabilistic arguments. Let us investigate the transition probability matrix of phases between the beginning and the end of the busy period of the queue (X > 0). This quantity can be obtained by two different ways.
-Based on the fluid level process. Matrix Ψ corresponding to the fluid model characterized by (Q, R) holds exactly these probabilities by definition.
-Based on the age process. Although the trajectory of the age and the queue length process are different in general, they coincide when the busy period starts and when it ends. Furthermore, due to the nature of the age process, the phase of the age process and the one of the queue length process are the same when the busy period begins. Up to the time instant when the queue gets empty again both the input and the output process evolve the same amount as the input and output process of the queue length process. This is because during a busy period the same amount of fluid arrives and leaves the queue both in the age process and the queue length process. Thus, the phase transition probability matrix of the age process must be Ψ as well.
According to the proof of Theorem 5 (see Appendix Appendix B) the fluid model characterized by (R,Q) differs from the one of the age process only in a matrix multiplier R (in) ⊗ R (out) , however, such a scaling does not have any effect on the state transition probability matrix we need. Consequently, matrixΨ corresponding to fluid model (R,Q) equals to Ψ 6 .
•B = B
Looking at the definitions of B andB (see (10)) we have thatR = R andΨ = Ψ, thus it suffices to show that
Making use of the structure of matrixQ according to (45) gives
where the R (in) and R (out) terms cancel since R
i holds for zero states, leading to Q +0 (−Q 00 ) −1 that provides the theorem.
•
We provide the proof only for the case when S 0 = ∅. The theorem holds for the general case as well, but the increased technical complexity makes the proof long.
From the definitions of Q (see (39)), R (see (38)) andQ (see (45)) we can express matrixQ in two different ways. First, it can be expressed byQ
and it can be also expressed byQ
Now let us pre-multiply (A.2) by QR −1 yielding
which completes the proof.
• KK =KK Let us first recall the definitions of matrices K andK, making use ofΨ = Ψ right away:
Multiplying them gives
From (7) we have that
which, exploiting that the following 2 relations hold due to (47)
(A.10)
++ Ψ based on the Riccati equation for (R,Q) andΨ = Ψ leads to
that equals toKK.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 5
We present the proof in two steps. In the fist step we focus on the case with positive input and output rates, and in the second step we generalize the proof for the non-negative cases.
Appendix B.1. The Proof of Theorem 5 with nonzero r (in) and r (out) rates
First we derive the set of differential and boundary equations which characterize the age process of fluid drops.
Proof. We assume that fluid arrive to the buffer in drops of size D (which we let tend to zero later).
As long as the input Markov chain stays in state i, that is Z (in) (t) = i, drops arrive with inter-arrival
. At the state transitions of the Markov chain the inter-arrival time is different, denoted by t * , defined by
) = i such that the state transition occurs at t + y we have 
state transition occurs at t + y then
Again we have I
The age process is continuously increasing at rate of one during the service of a drop and jumps down at the service completion instant (see Figure B. 2). The size of the downward jump is the inter-arrival time between the drop under service and the next drop if the buffer is not empty. We investigate the age process just before and just after drop departure events and define the following two probabilities respectively
To characterize the age process when the buffer is empty we further define
where t + is the time instant of a drop arrival into empty buffer. For f ij (t, x) we have
which, considering that I we need to be careful with small x values (x ∼ Θ(D))
where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. For ij (t) we have
Analysis for large x values. For x > Θ(D) (B.5) simplifies to
Eliminating the first brackets on the right hand side of (B.4) and (B.7) gives
Substituting (B.8) into (B.9) yields
Dividing both sides by D and letting D tend to 0 gives
(B.10)
Assuming that the stationary limit exist, lim t→∞ g ij (t, x) = g ij (x), we have 11) and the vector representation of (B.11) becomes
.
(B.12)
Boundary behavior. To compute the boundary behavior we approximate I 
In this expression we have an integral of g ij (t, x) in the first row and the same kind integral multiplied by D in the second row. In order to evaluate the second row it is enough to evaluate the integral up to the Θ(D) terms, while in case of the first row we need to evaluate the integral up to the σ(D) terms. The Θ(D) level description of the integral is cD z=0 g ij (t − z, x − z)dx = (B.14)
dy dz
Substituting the Θ(D) level description of the integral into ij (t) we have
+σ ( ) from (B.32)-(B.34) we obtain equations (B.35)-(B.37) withπ ++ (x) =g(x),π +0 (x) = f 0 (x), withπ 0+ (x) =g 0 (x). Using the same approach it is possible to prove that the boundary equations given by (B.19) are valid in case of zero r (in) or r (out) rates as well.
